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Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment questionnaire – results 
for patients and the public in Leicestershire 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Each of the Health and Wellbeing Boards in Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland is 
working to produce local ‘Pharmaceutical Needs Assessments’ (PNAs), which will 
help ensure everyone living in their  areas has the right access to pharmacy 
services.  

 
The last PNAs were produced in 2010 and by law, all local authority Health and 
Wellbeing Boards in England must publish a new PNA by 1st April 2015.   

 
The PNA will: 

 
• look at  what pharmaceutical services are currently available and assess the 

need for pharmaceutical services in the future; 
• inform the  planning and commissioning of  pharmacy services by identifying 

which services should be  commissioned for local people, within available 
resources, and where these services should be; 

• be used to decide whether applications to provide new services by pharmacists 
and dispensing doctors will be approved, for example opening a new pharmacy. 
The organisation that will make these decisions is NHS England. 

Separate PNAs will be produced for each of Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland 
and these will need to be signed-off by their Health and Wellbeing Boards by the end 
of March 2015. 

Questionnaire 
 
As they develop their PNAs, the three local authorities are working together to gather 
local information about community pharmacy and to share approaches to organising 
and publishing that information. This has included a questionnaire distributed to 
stakeholders, patients and the public, to understand how people use their local 
pharmacies, what their needs are, and how they could be improved, and a 
questionnaire distributed to local professionals. 
 
The questionnaires were distributed widely, both electronically and in paper form, 
and a full list of organisations and groups contacted can be found at Appendix A.  In 
addition an easy read version of the patients/public questionnaire was distributed to 
community and ‘seldom heard’ groups. 
 
In total, 544 responded to the patients/public questionnaire. 
 
250 of these were from Leicestershire, and their responses are analysed in this 
report. The questionnaire is given at Appendix B.  
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2. Patients and the public PNA survey results for Leicestershire 
 
Summary of the main points from the research 
 
Main themes from the Leicestershire responses are as follows: 

 
• There is a good level of satisfaction with pharmaceutical services in 

Leicestershire 
• Only 5.2% of those who responded had had difficulty accessing a pharmacy 

when they needed one 
• Almost two thirds of respondents could get to their local pharmacy within 10 

minutes 
• Many of those who responded enjoy a friendly, helpful, personal service 
• Issues highlighted are to do with opening times, and some issues related to 

prescribing 
 
Q1 asked where participants lived. 
Altogether 250 people who said they were from Leicestershire replied to the survey. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 
Less than 3 times a year 7.63% 19 

3-6 times a year 13.25% 33 

7-12 times a year 19.28% 48 

At least monthly 53.82% 
 

134 

Once a week or more 6.02% 
 

15 

 
The largest number of people who replied used a pharmacy at least monthly and 
almost everyone who replied used a pharmacy at frequent times during the year. 
 
 

 
 
Answer Choices Percent Responses 

Yes 90.80% 
 

227 

No 9.20% 
 

23 
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Most of those who replied do use the same pharmacy on a regular basis. 

 
 

 

 
 
Answer Choices Percent Responses 

Convenient location 79.91% 
 

175 

Prefer to deal with the same pharmacist or other staff 
members 

52.51% 
 

115 

Pharmacist familiar with the background of my 
condition 

35.16% 
 

77 

Other – please explain 16.44% 
 

36 

 
A pharmacy which was conveniently located was the most popular reason why 
people accessed there services and there is a clear preference for being dealt with 
by the same pharmacist who also was familiar to them. People also gave a number 
of other reasons which are listed below  
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Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
- 57 people provided other reasons 

 
• Close to the surgery so can sort out problems easily and quickly 
• Excellent caring service 
• Medication delivered 
• Very knowledgeable pharmacist who is also familiar with homeopathic 

remedies so he can offer a range of alternatives and information. 
• Chemist is next door to my doctors 
• It is located next to my doctors surgery which is convenient and the staff are 

friendly 
• Has provided medication and advice when GP surgery was closed - on more 

than one occasion 
• Very friendly 
• The pharmacist is so kind and helpful 
• They deliver to me 
• First class service by pleasant staff 
• Connected to surgery although separate business local 
• Near my GP's practice 
• Pharmacist familiar with prescribed medicines & knows GP 
• Already an adult when the miracle of the NHS was introduced I am committed 

to supporting it 100%. My generation paid out of our wages to establish the 
NHS in perpetuity. We are mortified (apparently powerless?) as our 
government has secretly eaten away at the funds - privatising large chunks. 
(including establishing private conglomerates abroad. eg California) The NHS 
prevented people dying from pneumonia or losing their teeth for lack of free 
dental checks. Dismayed by infiltrators, I am passionate about the NHS and 
will be glad to keep the NHS public wherever possible 

• Usually use the one closest to the GP surgery as when I get a prescription 
that’s about the only time i would need to go to a pharmacist 

• Open till midnight 6 days a week 
• Do house delivery of medication 
• It deals with my daughter's repeat prescription through the GP 
• The staff are always friendly and helpful 
• The chemist I used to use replaced their staff with incompetent fools who got 

our prescriptions wrong EVERY TIME WITHOUT FAIL. 
• 100yds from surgery 
• Convenience of repeat prescription ordering and collection service with 

(Chemist Name) pharmacy 
• I prefer the continuity of having the same brands of my medication which 

includes generic tablets 
• Pharmacy offers collection of prescription service for my repeat medication 

from local surgery and willing to answer queries 
• Good service pharmacist himself is usually available 
• Linked to surgery 
• They care about me and always go the extra mile 
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• Pharmacist gives good advice which I haven't found elsewhere 
• My GP sends prescriptions electronically to the pharmacy 
• Direct link to GP, can order repeat prescription over the phone and collect a 

couple of days later 
• Next door to GP surgery, handy if any queries over medication. Not far to walk 

to return to surgery if any problems 
• They order and collect my prescriptions for me as I find it difficult to contact 

the surgery during the working day and am unable to order prescriptions 
before 11am ( doing so as the surgery opens would be possible) and am often 
too late in the evening. I contact the pharmacy with what I need for the month 
and they do the rest 

• Pharmacy is adjacent to the GP surgery and repeat prescriptions go straight 
over from the surgery. They also text when the prescription is ready. 

• Good customer service 
• Located inside the Doctor's Surgery and therefore convenient 
• Repeat prescription 
• Repeat prescription issued by local GP to this pharmacy 
• Prescription goes to pharmacy from GP surgery 
• In the GP surgery so if a problem they sort it out 
• Medical exemption registered with the pharmacy 
• It's a chemist where I know the staff are professional about their work. I also 

have to use another chemist to obtain one of my drugs as the one I use on a 
regular basis as changed the brands of generics and I need a generic brand 
without certain additives. So sometimes I even have to go hunting round all 
the pharmacies in the area to get the drug. I do fear that sooner or later I will 
not be able to get this drug. The drug is atenolol but I cannot have the e 
number's containing the yellow colours. You would think a drug that has been 
around for years wouldn't be difficult to obtain as a white tablet but it is now 
days. Yet when it was not in generic form, the tablet was always white. 

• I have a repeat prescription which is dealt with by my local pharmacist. 
• Pharmacy at doctor’s surgery. Use one in (Chemist Name) if need over the 

counter medicines 
• I use an online pharmacy 
• Easier for repeat prescription 
• Good system 
• Because it is attached to my GP Surgery 
• It is important to the residents of our village that our excellent pharmacy is 

supported and that we retain this vital amenity 
• Ongoing medication, prescriptions held and dispensed by same pharmacy 
• GP surgery sends prescriptions to pharmacy 
• Opening hours and  easy to access 
• It is on the same site as the (Chemist Name) Health Centre 
• Excellent service by (Chemist Name). Have used them for 17 years with only 

one hitch. Very good service by any standard. 
• It shares a site with the GP practice 
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• Pharmacy is a (Chemist Name) pharmacist; I can do other shopping while I'm 
there. 

• Next door to my GP surgery 
 
Familiarity of the pharmacist and staff is clearly a key driver when a person is 
choosing and needing to use a pharmacist. The responses show this is especially 
prevalent when a person is getting a repeat prescription. The responses also show 
the people like the pharmacy having a direct link to their GP and close proximity of a 
surgery with a pharmacy is an important factor. Overall, the feedback was positive 
and indicates that people value a conveniently located pharmacy and they also value 
having a continued relationship with their pharmacist.  
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 

 
It is close to my home 

58.75% 
 

141 

 
The staff are friendly 

67.08% 
 

161 

 
I am served quickly 

50.83% 
 

122 

 
It stocks a variety of products 

39.58% 
 

95 

 
It provides a range of services 

37.08% 
 

89 

 
It opens early in the morning 

14.58% 
 

35 

 
It opens later in the evening 

20.42% 
 

49 

 
I trust the pharmacist(s) who work there 

53.75% 
 

129 

 
It is a local business 

38.75% 
 

93 

 
It is a national business 

7.08% 
 

17 

 
It is close to my GP 

64.17% 
 

154 

 
It is close to my work place 

5.42% 
 

13 

 
It delivers to my home 

20.83% 
 

50 

 
It has disabled access 

8.33% 
 

20 

 
Staff speak my first language 

17.50% 
 

42 

 
Other - please explain 

3.33% 
 

8 
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Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• It delivers 
• Next door to Doctors 
• When my GP surgery is closed my chemist has provided a service by 

supplying part prescription and also advice. This has been the case on quite a 
few occasions 

• Good advice received. 
• Convenience of repeat prescription ordering and delivery service 
• Quality of staff 
• I can order my prescription on line at the GP and it get sent to this pharmacy. I 

then just have to go to that pharmacy to collect, which has good opening 
hours at the weekend when I can collect it. 

• Reliable and understanding. Will offer advice on minor worries that do not 
need the services of my Health Centre. 

• All prescriptions are available from our GP 
• Ask about medication and what could be most suitable 
• The staff are professional about the way they go about things 
• The pharmacist is aware of my condition and is thorough in their prescribing 

practices 
• Pharmacy at doctors surgery 
• It’s the only one to be able to get a specific drug for my husband 
• Located in centre of town so able to do other shopping at same time 
• I have not used a pharmacy for several years. 
• Easy to park 
• I am interested in efficiency...friendliness etc. is irrelevant although they are 

very friendly indeed. Cannot fault staff for their effort and efficiency. They also 
understand the complexities of my serious and long term health problems. 

• Within the GP surgery at the Limes Medical Centre 
• My pharmacy orders and prepares my repeat prescription every month 

 
 

In answer to this question, patients/public again had the opportunity to tick all factors 
that applied.  The three most popular reasons for deciding which pharmacy to use 
were:  The staff were friendly; It is close to my GP; It is close to my home.  
The next three most popular choices were: I trust the pharmacist(s); I am served 
quickly; it stocks a variety of products.  
 
Location is clearly very important, however the responses show that people like the 
one to one service that is offered and the familiarity of the previous relationship 
formed with their pharmacy. People also liked the variety of products. A high 
proportion of people also preferred using a local business which provides a range of 
services.  This was reemphasised in the additional comments listed above. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses  
For advice 47.88% 

 
113 

 
To purchase shampoo, toothpaste, and other toiletries 

21.61% 
 

51 

 
To collect prescribed medication 

96.19% 
 

227 

To gain support for long-term conditions 13.56% 
 

32 

 
If you are unable to get a GP appointment 

17.37% 
 

41 

 4.24% 10 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses  
To find out about services available to you  

 
For specialised services (such as stop smoking 
services) 

4.24% 
 

10 

 
Buying over the counter medicines 

59.75% 
 

141 

 
As before, people were given the option to tick more than one item on the list.  The 
most ticked item was ‘to collect prescriptions’ showing that people do use their 
pharmacy for its core purpose. The next most popular items were: buying over the 
counter medicines; for advice; To purchase shampoo, toothpaste and other toiletries; 
If you are unable to get a GP appointment. This shows awareness that the 
pharmacist can help support patients with healthcare issues – an attitude which is 
being promoted through the ‘Choose Better’ campaign to prevent unnecessary use 
of ‘accident and emergency’ services.  

 
 

Q7 Other than collecting medication from your local pharmacy, do you know 
that some pharmacies offer other services?  We would like to know what you 
have heard of, what you use, and what you would like to use.  Please tick all 
that apply.      

 
(The number underneath the % number represents the actual amount of responses 
received) 
 
 

Heard of Use Would like to use Total 
Respondents 

Dispensing of 
prescriptions 

28.02% 
65 

92.67% 
215 

0.43% 
1 

  
232 

Repeat 
dispensing 

40.17% 
92 

72.93% 
167 

2.18% 
5 

  
229 

Buying over the 
counter 
medicines 

34.39% 
76 

84.16% 
186 

0.45% 
1 

  
221 

Advice from 
your pharmacist 
on healthy 
lifestyles 

72.40% 
139 

26.56% 
51 

4.69% 
9 

  
192 

Advice from 
your pharmacist 
on medicines 

45.95% 
102 

65.77% 
146 

1.80% 
4 

  
222 

Advice from 48.33% 58.37% 3.35%   
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Heard of Use Would like to use Total 
Respondents 

your pharmacist 
on minor 
ailments/injuries 

101 122 7 209 

Disposing of old 
or unwanted 
medicines 

45.12% 
97 

60.93% 
131 

6.05% 
13 

  
215 

Sitting down 
with your 
pharmacist and 
talking about 
how you use 
your prescribed 
medicines 

62.07% 
108 

40.23% 
70 

5.17% 
9 

  
174 

Stop smoking/ 
nicotine 
replacement 
therapy 

93.94% 
155 

5.45% 
9 

1.82% 
3 

  
165 

Chlamydia 
testing 

96.40% 
107 

0.90% 
1 

2.70% 
3 

  
111 

Emergency 
contraception 
(the morning 
after pill) 

95.52% 
128 

5.22% 
7 

0.75% 
1 

  
134 

Provision of 
palliative care 
(end of life care) 
drugs 

91.21% 
83 

2.20% 
2 

7.69% 
7 

  
91 

Getting 
medicines 
without 
prescriptions 
for minor 
ailments free of 
charge  

36.96% 
34 

7.61% 
7 

63.04% 
58 

  
92 

Supervised 
consumption of 
drugs 

87.34% 
69 

10.13% 
8 

2.53% 
2 

  
79 

Needle 
exchange 

96.43% 
81 

1.19% 
1 

2.38% 
2 

  
84 
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Heard of Use Would like to use Total 
Respondents 

Advice on 
alcohol 
consumption 

91.67% 
66 

4.17% 
3 

6.94% 
5 

  
72 

H – Pylori 
testing 
(stomach ulcer 
breath test) 

69.09% 
38 

3.64% 
2 

30.91% 
17 

  
55 

– 
Other – please 
state below 

55.56% 
5 

11.11% 
1 

33.33% 
3 

  
9 

 
 

Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• Easy to get cholesterol checks 
• Flu vaccine  
• Hadn’t heard of medication without prescription for supervised consumption of 

drugs or pylori testing. Advice on alcohol consumption n/a 
• Would be helpful to get a flu jab at the local chemist 
• Flu vaccine 
• Buying hearing aid batteries 
• Support for long term conditions 
• Disposal of syringes used by diabetics and availability of sharps boxes to put 

them in 
• I worked as a Registered Pharmacy Technician for 20 years, before I gave up 

work, due to chronic pain. Maybe I was the wrong person to ask about the 
above.  

• Diabetes test. Disposing of old or unwanted medicines- I did this once and 
she looked at me in a really strange way. I felt like nobody else had ever done 
this. Its put me off doing it again 

• Our pharmacy "Hosts" a number of health professionals e.g. Foot Care on a 
regular basis 

 
The responses received reflect there is good level of awareness for many of the 
services that can be offered by pharmacists. Other than a high proportion of people  
using the pharmacy for dispensing medicines, buying over the counter medicine and 
repeat prescriptions, 65.78% of the people who responded ask their pharmacist for 
advice on medicines. There are also a significant number of people indicating that 
they would like to get medicines for minor ailments free of charge. Looking at the 
results in more detail will help with decisions about what to ask pharmacists to 
provide going forward. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 

No 94.54% 
 

225 

Yes - please explain 5.46% 
 

13 

 
Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 
19 people talked about problems they had had accessing a pharmacist, even though 
only 13 had answered Yes.  
 

• Had to travel to 24 hr pharmacy when local chemist was closed to dispense 
prescription. On another occasion to obtain medication that local chemist 
could not get hold of 

• No problem at this stage 
• We live in quite a rural area - Transport problems 
• You can't find a pharmacy open on Sunday 
• Once had difficulty getting medicines which were out of stock 
• Often pharmacies are not open early morning or late evenings. There are few 

and far between in Leicester 
• Out of hours - we had left A&E with a prescriptionand advised to collect it on 

the way home; we struggled to find one that was open at midnight the nearest 
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one to our home was 8 miles away. We were unable to find one near to the a 
A&E department we had been advised to use a local supermarket but it was 
shut 

• All chemists in (Village Name) are closed on a Sunday 
• In the evening after 6pm 
• I have not personally had any trouble but do know of a number of friends who 

have difficulty getting to a pharmacy at weekends and out-of-hours 
• I live in a small town where the chemist isn't open late in the evening 
• I had a late appointment with my GP. The local pharmacies in the area had all 

closed. I could have travelled a minimal of four miles in the opposite direction 
to my home to have the prescription dispensed, or more miles to an open 
pharmacy in a store. I decided to wait until the next day and have the script 
dispensed at my usual chemist. The script was not something really urgent. 
Maybe I would go out my way if I felt the treatment was urgent to be started 

• I have not needed to do so 
• I have not had problems because I can travel from (Village Name) to 

supermarkets at (Town Name). It would have been difficult without our own 
transport 

• When I have needed a pharmacy, and my regular pharmacy is closed, I will 
either: 1- go to supermarket pharmacy 2- go to (Road Name) (City Name) or a  
24 hr pharmacy (if I need to start the mediation immediately) 

• Few late night chemists in rural areas and information not easily accessible 
• Went to the centre and then had to go to (Surgery Name) surgery for 

dispensing. Long journey from (Village Name) 
• Bank holidays are a nightmare - you often have to travel some way to find one 

open and then its limited opening hours 
 
The vast majority of people who responded from Leicestershire did not experience 
any difficulty accessing a pharmacist when they needed one.  If this is set alongside 
the early question which showed how often respondents used a pharmacist, it shows 
that access levels across Leicestershire are adequate. 
 
However, it is noted that at least 13 people did experience difficulties when needing 
a pharmacy. The reasons are noted above and indicate that limitations to public 
transport and opening hours are reasons why people could not access a pharmacy 
when required.  
 
Of the (at least) 13 people who did experience difficulties accessing their preferred 
pharmacy the below question shows on what day of the week access was not 
available. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 
 
Monday to Friday 

46.15% 
 

6 

Saturday 7.69% 
 

1 

 
Sunday 

30.77% 
 

4 

Bank Holiday 15.38% 
 

2 

 
Of the 13 people who experienced difficulties the majority of these were on a 
Monday – Friday (46.15%). We can presume that those people tried to access the 
pharmacy from outside the core hours that these particular pharmacies operate 
within. Although the sample is probably too small to draw firm conclusions, it seems 
that Sunday is another key day where people particularly had problems finding a 
pharmacist. 
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Answer Choices Responses Responses 

 
Midnight - 8am (overnight) 

15.38% 
 

2 

8am - 12 noon (morning) 7.69% 
 

1 

 
12 noon - 2pm (lunchtime) 

23.08% 
 

3 

 
2pm - 6pm (afternoon) 

7.69% 
 

1 

 
6pm - midnight (evening) 

46.15% 
 

6 

 
 

The answers to this question do not show any particular trend other than that people 
tried to access the pharmacies outside the core operating hours that these 
pharmacies operate within. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 

 
To get prescription medicine (s) 

69.23% 
 

9 

 
To buy over the counter medicine (s) 

23.08% 
 

3 

 
To get advice at the pharmacy 

7.69% 
 

1 

 
Other - please explain 

0.00% 
 

0 

 
 

Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• Local chemist could not get hold of a special medication 
• It was Saturday pm and Sunday and Bank Holiday + lunchtime and afternoon 

As well as prescription medicines I went to buy over the counter medicine and 
to get advice 

• Also Bank Holiday and to buy over the counter medicine 
• Just be issued with script, from my GP consultation. 
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• emergency hospital appointment for a sick child 
 
These results show that the people who could not use the pharmacy mostly had an 
important reason for attending – to collect prescribed medication, although there was 
in some cases a need for over the counter medicine. . 

 
 
 
Answer Choices Percent Responses 

 
Visit another pharmacy 

30.77% 
 

4 

 
Wait until the pharmacy was open 

30.77% 
 

4 

 
Visit your GP 

0.00% 
 

0 

 
Visit a hospital 

0.00% 
 

0 

Visit a Walk-in Centre 7.69% 
 

1 

 
Visit a GP led Health Centre 

0.00% 
 

0 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 
 
Visit an urgent care centre 

0.00% 
 

0 

 
Call NHS Direct/111 

0.00% 
 

0 

 
Internet search 

7.69% 
 

1 

 
Other - please explain 

23.08% 
 

3 

 
 

 
Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• Visit a hospital 
• Went to a supermarket 
• I had a 6.30pm GP appointment. I was issued with a script, when I came out 

of the Practice the Pharmacy had been closed an hour. So I went back to my 
usual chemist on another occasion to have it dispensed. The script was not of 
utter urgency. I could have travelled a 10 miles round trip to get it dispensed if 
it had been urgent I started the treatment that evening. 

• Advised by another patient where we could find a late night chemist in the 
local area. 

• Went without!!! 
 
From the responses received people either had the means to access another 
pharmacy or they waited until their regular pharmacy was open. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 

 
Walk 

46.84% 
 

111 

 
Public transport 

2.95% 
 

7 

 
Motor vehicle 

43.46% 
 

103 

 
Bike 

1.69% 
 

4 

 
Other 

5.06% 
 

12 

 
The responses show nearly an equal split between the two most popular choices of 
transportation being a motor vehicle (46.84%) or walking (43.46%). This could 
indicate that those that choose to walk are using and returning to a local pharmacy 
which reflects back in Question 4 that a convenient location (79.91%) and preferring 
to deal with the same pharmacy (52.51%) is an emotive reason why people to 
choose a particular pharmacy. Use of a motor vehicle could reflect the fact that in 
rural locations pharmacies may be further away. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 

 
0-10 minutes 

61.86% 
 

146 

 
11-20 minutes 

32.63% 
 

77 

 
21-30 minutes 

3.81% 
 

9 

 
Over 30 minutes 

1.69% 
 

4 

 
 
The time it took most people to get to their local chemist was 0-10 minutes, again 
emphasising a good level of access when coupled to the answer to the previous 
question. 
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Q15 Is there anything particularly good about pharmaceutical services from 
your pharmacy/GP dispensary that you would like to tell us about? 

- 106 people answered this question 
- 144 skipped this question 

 
The qualitative responses below show that the pharmacies visited by the responders 
have friendly staff, are helpful, knowledgeable and provide an efficient service. Also 
people welcome and appreciate the personal service that their pharmacy provides 
and the extra service that some pharmacists go to which could explain why people 
return to a familiar pharmacy as noted in the earlier responses. It was also noted 
within the responses that people liked the additional services that a pharmacy 
provides such as text service when medicines are ready in relation to repeat 
prescriptions and a delivery service for medicines.  Location is also important to 
responders, as has been previously noted. 
 

 
Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 
 

• Friendly service and always willing to help 
• Could not get service 
• Pharmacy is on the same site as surgery - good relationship with GP and any 

problems are quickly solved. Employ sufficient, efficient and friendly staff 
• Everything I need is most convenient to get to and professional 
• Everything up to my requirements 
• Known by the chemist 
• Fast service 
• All friendly and helpful 
• Medication is always ready on due day. Helpful in reducing quantity 

prescribed on 'as when required basis'. To avoid waste (medication reviews) 
very helpful in giving advice on over the counter medication for minor injuries 
& ailments 

• Friendly service 
• No 
• Superb pharmacist who is very knowledgeable he must save the local GP a 

great deal of time in dealing with minor ailments and issues. He really knows 
the village community and he is a really nice person too! Stocks a good range 
of pharmaceutical products and anything not available in his tardis like shop is 
ordered and arrives within 24 hours. 

• Friendly staff, text message to say my medicines have are ready 
• Very friendly natured good advice.The staff are very helpful and 

knowledgeable. Goes at length to help out 
• It is within our village 
• Always helpful 
• The pharmacy is clean. The staff are friendly. They have convenient opening 

times. They have all items in stock 
• Very helpful and accommodating 
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• Friendly helpful service especially when GP surgery (across the road) is 
closed 

• Very helpful friendly staff nothing is too much trouble 
• Good supporting staff and pharmacist 
• All staff are extremely friendly and always on hand to help 
• Quick efficient serve, keen to help 
• Good service friendly staff  and always there to give good advice for my 

needs 
• First class service nothing too much trouble to help 
• Not really. Just consistently good friendly, and helpful service 
• Friendly, helpful and Informative 
• Always pleasant and helpful and willing to give good advice 
• Everything - the only lasting independent pharmacy left in (Town Name) 
• They deliver 
• They deliver to me 
• No - it fits my needs at this moment 
• Exceptionally competent and friendly service 
• Very helpful 
• Very helpful 
• Location next to GP. Efficient & friendly. Easy to track prescription (repeat) 

and especially delivery to Post Office in village for collection which I can walk 
to 

• Very friendly and helpful staff any problems are sorted out straight away. 
Being next to the surgery any problems with prescriptions are taken care of 
quickly 

• When a different consultant prescribed a new drug, the pharmacist checked 
the compatibility with existing prescribed medicine. Our local pharmacy is 
excellent 

• My pharmacy also includes complimentary therapies most days of the week. 
This is an excellent facility thus far my family have made use of the foot 
practitioner and acupuncture 

• This is my NHS pharmacy. The staff are friendly, courteous & helpful. Always 
willing to explain/answer queries. Wide range of quality products. If I have a 
medical problem I don't want to discuss in front of other patients I can ask to 
see the pharmacist As soon as he/she is available they will escort me to a 
separate room where we can speak privately 

• Open Saturday 
• Efficient 
• Friendly, good quick service, good choice of products and they are local 
• Very efficient 
• I know the pharmacist and other staff by name and they made the time to 

know me 
• No 
• They are very helpful. 
• The staff are all very helpful. 
• Staff are friendly and familiar 
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• Change of medicines explained 
• It is essential to have doctors services co-located with the dispensary or 

pharmacy so any queries can be sorted out immediately. 
• No 
• Excellent liaison with local GP practice 
• It's next to the doctor's surgery. 
• They told me about the prepayment card for prescription medicine which  

never mentioned 
• Can get prescriptions at supermarket pharmacy while shopping 
• Recently refurbished, giving a better layout. The staff are all very helpful. 
• Always plenty of staff on duty. I never have to wait for long. 
• My pharmacist goes the extra mile for me and has even personally delivered 

an urgent antibiotic on their way home 
• GP Dispensary is very helpful at (Town Name) and staff are efficient 
• The pharmacist has the time to give whilst the GPS has not. And the 

pharmacy is not attached to a GP Practice. 
• Friendly 
• Well organised and efficient. Also, very convenient location as part my local 

surgery building. 
• The staff there know me and my medication 
• Experienced and knowledgeable pharmacist 
• The pharmacist is well-informed, and is able to spend time with you if you 

have a particular query about any medication/health issue. 
• The friendliness and competence of the staff. 
• All the staff are friendly and make an effort to know you by name 
• As before about them collecting organising my prescriptions 
• Friendly staff, approachable pharmacist who actually take a real interest in 

helping customers. 
• They know you, your medication and store your pre bought prescription card 

details on their computer so that you don’t have to keep producing it and other 
family members can collect my prescription for me without my card. They will 
chase missing prescriptions with the GP for you. 

• The service is very efficient and the prescription is always ready when the 
time and day is given. 

• Texting when the prescription is ready for collection 
• Friendly helpful staff both on the telephone and in the shop 
• I am a cancer patient and they got my drugs synchronised to prevent many 

visits. 
• They are all friendly and helpful 
• Every month they run out of part of your prescription. So I have to make a 

second journey. 
• Good delivery service for repeat prescriptions. Long opening hours. 
• Late opening allows me to have a quick service. They also know my doctors 
• Extremely helpful 
• They speak to the GP if there is a problem 
• They remember me 
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• Excellent service and always helpful and friendly. Although I don't use them 
for advice I would have no hesitation in doing so. 

• Sometime their advice saves you from troubling the doctor 
• They are quick to dispense 
• Offers various options for collecting prescriptions from GP surgery 
• Good staff very attentive to ones needs and helpful despite the pressure they 

are under 
• They are helpful 
• More professional about their work that many chemist shops in the area. 

There are some I wouldn't use, due to staff not being professional about what 
patients are taking, and talking about patient out of the work place. 

• Very good, excellent staff cannot fault the service 
• Excellent pharmacist 
• Friendly, co-operative attitude. Made to feel welcome and import to the staff 
• Local, fast service 
• Pharmacists and GPs liaise with each other if there's a problem 
• The friendly service. The fact that the staff recognise their regular customers 
• Our pharmacist is part of our village life. Although not resident in the Village 

he engages with village life and provides an easily accessed "face" of 
pharmacy and the NHS. 

• Knowledge & helpful advice to both of us. 
• Staff always helpful 
• Excellent in knowing my needs for coeliac disease 
• Always friendly and helpful 

 
Q 16 Is there anything that could be improved?  
- 81 people commented, 
- 169 people skipped this question 
 
Although 81 people commented on this question 34 people of those who 
responded said no the service can’t be improved or provided a response which 
states that they provide a good service. The improvements which are mentioned 
below refer to problems with not having medicines in stock or problems arising 
from communication issues with the GP surgery and pharmacy. Also improving 
accessibility with longer opening hours would improve the service for some.  
 
 

Reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• No 
• Sometimes problems with repeat prescriptions that are on automatic renewal 

This seems to arise mostly from the surgery rather than the pharmacy 
• Quite satisfied with the service I receive 
• None 
• Don't think so! 
• No! 
• Rather small accommodation 
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• No 
• No 
• *Stop me running out of my regular prescriptions causing a lot of stress *Wait 

far too long to get the medication 
• It is too small. In the past it was based on the Main Street. It was large, 

spacious and had a good range of products. 
• N/A 
• Longer opening hours especially over the weekend 
• Nothing 
• No - just upgraded the pharmacy and shop 
• Not that is required by me 
• No! Very happy with the present service. Please don't change it for changes 

sake!! 
• Waiting area and consultation area 
• Not as I know of 
• The trouble (Medical Centre Name) causes for them through poor 

communication & trying to jeopardise their business 
• No I'm satisfied 
• Nothing 
• No 
• Car parking 
• Car parking 
• Brilliant Service 
• Open Saturdays& Sundays (pm) 
• Wider opening hours to match surgery hours. Better system to find 

prescriptions on shelf - can take several minutes. 
• More chemists doing a rota service for evenings and weekend emergency  
• No 
• No 
• Maybe open on a Sunday, even if its 10am– 4pm 
• No early or late hours of opening. Some staff not friendly and staff not 

regularly at this branch Have issues with electronic notification of repeat 
prescriptions from GP and frequently have to ring to sort it out 

• Not closing at lunchtime 
• Improve variety of stock 
• Often they do not have sufficient supplies of my prescribed medication,which 

means a second and sometimes third visit.Leaving a repeat prescription with 
the pharmacy for collection by them from the GP often results in problems 
because the dates on the prescription and the date last supplies often differ. 

• Larger premises 
• To have 7 day services in all localities even if it is not possible in each surgery 
• No 
• Staying open later in the evening 
• Open longer hours, and over lunchtime - but probably not viable for small 

owner-managed business 
• No 
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• The last pharmacist I used seemed a little unsure of what product to 
recommend for treating a minor burn to my lip. She seemed almost 
uncomfortable / reluctant to run through the over the counter items with me, 
even though I was specifically asking for advice as I didn't know what would 
be best. Whilst I was capable of checking each of the antiseptic options 
myself, I believed a pharmacist would have the best knowledge and be able to 
suggest a mouth-friendly product quickly. I was made to feel like I was 
perhaps making a big deal of nothing and that I was causing hassle, rather 
than feeling like a customer who was doing the right thing by looking for self-
care options 

• Telephone advice service NHS direct should be able to advise of your nearest 
local pharmacy that is open outside of normal working hours 

• Not that I know of 
• Yes. There are no buses to get anywhere useful in this county. We need 

transport 
• A bit scruffy 
• Not particularly 
• The Pharmacy is not open Saturday or Sunday 
• Better waiting and sitting area as the pharmacy gets quite crowded at busy 

times (particularly in the morning). 
• No 
• No 
• no 
• It would be helpful to have a more locally available pharmacy for Bank 

holidays and weekends. 
• Open on Saturday 
• Order more stock. 
• No 
• Often get prescription wrong or do not have stock or prescription ready when 

they say it will be, meaning return trip 
• They don't always have some medication in stock and I have to make another 

car journey to collect the missing medication. 
• GP surgery sometimes slow in getting prescription to pharmacy; I had to 

communicate three times this month just to sort out just one prescription drug 
(only prescribed medication that I take;) 

• A private area without being taken into a separate room as everyone behind 
you knows what you are asking. 

• no 
• I think they could benefit from more staff as the population of where I live 

includes lots of families and elderly people 
• Later hours  
• I would like chemist staff to have to sign something to make them aware of 

the importance of confidently issues. 
• Being able to order repeat prescriptions by phone instead of trying to use the 

internet or travelling 6 miles 
• no 
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• no 
• Yes getting the right drugs prescribed. I have to check all my medication 

carefully before leaving the premises. 
• No 
• Not really 
• Long delays when waiting to get prescriptions made up and a lack of space 

and seating accommodation whilst waiting. 
• No they both provide excellent service 
• Feedback to patients when appropriate - e.g. a 'phone call from the pharmacy 

to the patient's home. 
• No 
• Direct electronic connection from practice to pharmacist to avoid intermediary 

step of getting prescription from practice to pharmacist 
• Advertise existing services better 
• Better stock control/forward planning. Frequently do not have stock for 

complete prescription 
• Opening on Saturday 
• Opening hours 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 
 
Diabetes 

23.24% 
 

33 

 
Chronic heart disease 

13.38% 
 

19 

 
Asthma 

18.31% 
 

26 

 
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

6.34% 
 

9 

 
High blood pressure 

56.34% 
 

80 

 
Mental illness 

9.86% 
 

14 

 
Other, please specify below: 

28.17% 
 

40 

 
From the responses received there is a high proportion of people who suffer from 
high blood pressure (56.34%), and percentages from each of the other long term 
conditions listed in the table. The other long term conditions named by respondents 
are listed below. 
 
Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• Gastric acid reflux 
• Rheumatoid arthritis 
• Meniere’s disease - Medication now on 'as required basis' 
• Arthritis 
• M.S 
• Reflux acid high cholesterol 
• Depression and generalised anxiety disorder 
• Chronic kidney disease arthritic depression & anxiety 
• Glaucoma 
• Hiatus hernia 
• Acid reflux 
• High cholesterol 
• high blood pressure - under control 
• Hyatis hernia 
• Thyroid 
• Glaucoma 
• Prostate cancer, (in remision). Rheumatoid Arthritis, muscle spasms in gullet, 

high cholesterol, depression. Heart stent. Deaf. Wear two hearing aids 
• Osteopenia 
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• I have a small travelling hernia for which I take Lansoprazole (only 
medication) I have had severe osteo arthritis which limits my spinal 
movements especially my shoulders/arms/hands/neck - legs/lower spine (can 
only get up off floor with help of one big toe) for 35yrs I suffer from depression 
which I battle daily. (do not choose medication) I was born with 4 minor 
nervous diseases - catalepsy, cataplexy, narcolepsy & absences. Prescribed 
Phenobarbitone for 40 years & living half a life I reject most modern medicine 

• Irregular heart beat 
• None 
• Cancer 
• Stroke 
• Lyme disease 
• Oesophagus - acid reflux 
• Hypothyroidism polymyalgia rheumatic arthritis 
• Epilepsy caused by head injury sustained in Afghanistan 
• Diverticulitis 
• Anaemia 
• Vasculitis 
• Thyroid deficiency, dry-eye condition 
• Sarcoidosis need steroids at the moment - osteoarthritis 
• Enlarged prostate - Int self-catheterisation 
• Acid reflux 
• Vertigo and constipation 
• Familial high cholesterol issue, resolved through continuing medication 
• trigeminal neuralgia, hearing difficulties, glaucoma, 
• facial nerve pain 
• menorrhagia 
• Arthritis 
• Cancer. Though in a sense it's not long term 
• underactive thyroid 
• Fibromyalgia 
• Dysfunctional thyroid 
• Urinary incontinence. Idiopathic Intracranial hypertension 
• Coeliac arthritis 
• Vertibular imbalance 
• Diverticulosis 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 
Not applicable 15.81% 

 
34  

Pharmacy 75.81% 
 

163  

GP dispensary 8.84% 
 

19  

 
Other (please name) 

   

 
Most people get their long term conditions medication from a pharmacy but a limited 
few receive it from a GP dispensary. Other answers are noted below.  
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Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• Run by GP but separate business 
• Attached to my GP/doctor's surgery it is known as "the pharmacy" to patients 
• Hospital 
• Catheter manufacturer direct 
• Hospital treatments 
• Specialist suppliers 
• GP and hospital delivered 
• Pharmacy for HRT - ostomy supplies from supplier 

 
 
Part 2 About You 
 
Q19 Which part of Leicester, Leicestershire or Rutland do you live in? Please 
state the name of your ward, village or town.   

 
The people who answered the questionnaire were from a good spread from around 
the Leicestershire.  A few were logged as from the city, due to possible data inputting 
errors or misunderstandings of what was required when completing the forms. 
 
A full list of responses associated to location can be found at Appendix C 
 
Q20 Please state the first 4 letters and numbers of your postcode e.g. LE18 or 
LE3  
 
Answer Choices Percent Responses 

LE2 
(Oadby, Knighton, Highfields, Aylestone, Glen Parva) 

2% 5 

LE3 
(Braunstone, Glenfield, New Parks, Groby Road (A50), Leicester 
Forest East, Westcotes) 

2% 5 

LE4 
(Birstall, Belgrave, Beaumont Leys, Thurmaston) 

0.8% 2 

LE5 
(Hamilton, Thurnby Lodge, Evington) 

0.4% 1 

LE6 
Ratby, Groby, Newtown Linford 

3.2% 8 

LE7 
Scraptoft, Anstey, Billesdon, Gaddesby, Hungarton, Rearsby, Tilto
n on the 
Hill, Tugby, Cropston, Thurcaston, Rothley,Barkby, Syston 
 

4.8% 12 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 
LE8 
(Blaby, Great Glen, Fleckney, Kibworth, Peatling 
Magna, Countesthorpe, Whetstone) 

4.8% 12 

LE9 
(Kirby Muxloe, Stoney 
Stanton, Cosby, Huncote, Croft, Desford, Newbold Verdon, Kirkby 
Mallory, Earl Shilton, Barwell,Sapcote, Sutton in the 
Elms, Broughton Astley, Thurlaston) 

4% 10 

LE10 
(Hinckley) 

10% 25 

LE11 
(Loughborough, Charnwood) 

6.4% 16 

LE12 
(East Leake, West Leake, Sutton 
Bonington, Mountsorrel, Shepshed, Belton, Quorn, Barrow Upon 
Soar, Sileby,Wymeswold) 

9.6% 24 

LE13 
(Melton Mowbray) 

1.6% 4 

LE14 
(Brooksby, Harby, Hoby, Ragdale, Rotherby, Scalford, Somerby, S
tonesby, Waltham on the Wolds, Wymondham) 

2.8% 7 

LE15 
(Empingham, Manton, Thistleton, Uppingham, Whissendine, Lang
ham) 

0.4% 1 

LE16 
(Caldecott, East Langton, Hallaton, Market 
Harborough, Medbourne, Braybrooke, East Carlton) 

6.8% 17 

LE17 
(Leire, Lutterworth, Swinford, Bitteswell, Ullesthorpe, Theddingwort
h) 

10.8% 27 

LE18  
(Wigston) 

4.8% 12 

LE19 
(Narborough, Enderby) 

3.2% 8 

LE65 
(Ashby-de-la-
Zouch, Boundary, Calke, Smisby, Willesley, Worthington) 

2.4% 6 

LE67 
(Coalville, Ibstock, Markefield) 

8% 20 

Prefer not to say 11.2% 28 
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This underlines the distribution of those who answered the questionnaire, again with 
the slight anomaly that a few seemed to be from outside the city. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer Choices Percent Responses 

Male 39.24% 
 

93  

 
Female 

60.76% 
 

144  

 
It is usual for more women than men answer questionnaires, and this reflects a 
common split of around two thirds to a third. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 

Under 16 0.43% 
 

1  

16-24 0.43% 
 

1  

25-34 6.38% 
 

15  

35-59 31.49% 74  

60-74 44.26% 104  

75+ 16.17% 38  

 
Prefer not to say 

0.85% 2  

 
These figures show the majority of people who answered this questionnaire were 
between the age ranges of 60-74 and 35-59  There is a relatively small number of 
very young or those who are under the age of 25 and this  will need to be addressed 
in the public consultation. 
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 

Asian or Asian British 4.33% 
 

10  

Black or Black British 0.00% 0  

 
Chinese 

0.43% 
 

1  

Mixed Dual Heritage 0.43% 1  

White or White British 91.34% 211  

Gypsy/Romany/Irish traveller 0.00% 0  

Prefer not to say 1.30% 3  
 
  
Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• English 
• English 
• English 
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• English 
• Human 
• Northern European 
• White Irish 
• White English 
• White Irish 
• White English 
• English 
• White English 

White Irish 
 
This ethnic monitoring showed that the questionnaire respondents’ ethnicity did not 
fully reflect the ethnicity of the county.  This will need to be addressed in the public 
consultation. 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Answer Choices Percent Responses 
Yes 25.54% 59  

No 72.73% 168  

 
Prefer not to say 

1.73% 4  

 
The vast majority of people who answered this questionnaire stated that they do not 
have a disability.  However, as noted in Question 22, a larger number of people had 
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a long term condition which may reflect on the age group of the majority of people 
who answered this questionnaire.  

 
Answer Choices Percent Responses 

Bisexual 4.48%  
 

10  

Heterosexual 87.00%  
 

194  

 
Gay 

0.90 2  

 
Lesbian 

0.45 1  

Prefer not to say 7.17 16  
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Answer Choices Percent Responses 

None 24.89%  
 

57  

Buddhist 0.87%  
 

2  

Christian 63.32%  
 

145  

Hindu 2.62%  
 

6  

Muslim 0.87% 2  

Sikh 0.44% 1  

Other 2.18% 5  

Prefer not to say 4.80% 11  
 

Other reasons stated below (qualitative responses) 
 

• Roman Catholic 
• Roman Catholic 
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• Jehovah's Witness 
• Methodist 
• No religion and why is sexual orientation applicable? 
• I am a Christian. Christianity is not a religion it is a way of living based on 

faith. 
• Atheist 
• Catholic 
• Church of England 
• Quaker 

 
3. Conclusion 
 
Overall, the survey results show a good level of satisfaction with pharmacy services 
within the region of Leicestershire. 
 
From the 250 people who responded to this questionnaire only 5.2% of these people 
had difficulties accessing their local pharmacy when they needed it. Those who 
could not access a pharmacy either went to a different pharmacy or waited indicating 
that when needed pharmacy services are accessible to people.  
 
Most people (61.86% from 236 responses) were able to get to their local pharmacy 
within 10 minutes indicating that the pharmacy people use is conveniently located to 
them (79.91% from 219 stated it was). Also, people preferred using a pharmacy 
which was familiar to them (52.51% from 219 responses). The qualitative responses 
received within this questionnaire show that going to a pharmacy is a positive 
experience for most and they welcome the friendly helpful service they receive and 
the personal service that the majority of pharmacists provide, for example text 
messaging when medicines are ready and the delivery service provided which in 
Leicestershire could be beneficial to those who may have limited access to transport.  
 
The issues which are highlighted refer to some pharmacies not having sufficient 
opening times which match the need of the customer, receiving incorrect or not 
complete medicines relating to repeat prescriptions due to problems arising from the 
GP surgery and pharmacy and occasionally poor service. 
 
The information gathered through the questionnaire will help to show areas where 
people want ‘more of the same’ and areas where commissioners may wish to 
provide certain services which are appreciated more widely. 
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Appendix A 
 
The following organisations (listed below) were contacted in regard to giving their 
representatives an opportunity to comment. The organisations cover the key identified 
groupings in respect to seeking opinions of pharmacy services for the attention of 
professionals, public/patients.  

 
 Organisation  
1 Health and Wellbeing Boards 
2 Health Overview Scrutiny Committees 
3 Local Professionals Network Chair for Pharmacy 
4 NHS England 
5 Clinical Commissioning Groups 
6 Local Pharmaceutical Committee 
7 Directors of Public Health 
8 Multiple Pharmacy Groups (Boots, Lloyds, Co-op) 
9 Independent Community Pharmacies 
10 Healthwatch (Leicester City, Leicestershire and Rutland) 
11 Housing and Planning Authorities 
12 Parish Councils 
13 Patient Participation Groups 
14 GP Practices 
15 Dispensing GPs 
16 Ethnic Minority and other Minority Groups (e.g vulnerable groups) 
17 Macmillan 
18 Safeguarding Adults & Children’s Board 
19 Private Providers 
20 Care Homes 
21 Area Prescribing Committee 
22 Patients and the public 
23 Sexual Health Clinics 
24 Dentists 
25 Specialist Supported Housing 
27 Substance Misuse Service Providers 
29 Staff of CCGs, NHS organisations 
30 111 
31 Library Services 
33 Adult Social Care 
34 Police 
36 Age UK 
37 Media  
39 Neighbouring Local Authorities 
40 Local MPs & Councillors 
43 Out of Hours Services 
44 Schools, Colleges & Universities 
45 Mental Health Trust 
46 Acute Provider Trust 
47 East Midlands Ambulance Service 
49 Prisons 
50 Domiciliary Care Providers  
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Appendix B: Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment 
Community pharmacy services – chemist shops and GP surgeries 

questionnaire 
 
Each of the Health and Wellbeing Boards in Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland is 
working to produce local ‘Pharmaceutical Needs Assessments’ (PNAs), which will 
help ensure everyone living in this area has the right access to pharmacy services.  
 
This questionnaire will help the three Health and Wellbeing Boards understand what 
people use community pharmacies for and how they feel about access to these 
pharmacies.  The questionnaire is asking about community pharmacies, including 
those in GP surgeries, and NOT about hospital pharmacies. This is a joint 
questionnaire between Leicestershire County Council, Rutland County Council and 
Leicester City Council. There will be a separate PNA for each area.  
 
Community pharmacists (chemists) provide a range of health services, some funded 
by the NHS and some by local authorities. Every day about 1.6 million people visit a 
pharmacy in England.  
 
What Is the Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment (PNA)? 
 
By law, all local authority Health and Wellbeing Boards in England must publish a 
Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment (PNA) by 1st April 2015. The PNA will: 

• tell us what pharmaceutical services are currently available and assesses the 
need for pharmaceutical services in the future; 

• inform the  planning and commissioning of  pharmacy services by identifying 
which services should be  commissioned for local people, within available 
resources, and where these services should be.   

What will the PNAs be used for? 

The PNAs will be used to decide whether applications to provide new services by 
pharmacists and dispensing doctors will be approved, for example opening a new 
pharmacy.  The organisation that will make these decisions is NHS England.  

This questionnaire 
 
By completing this questionnaire you are making sure that your views influence the 
services delivered from your local pharmacy. To make sure that all your answers will 
remain anonymous and confidential, please DO NOT write your name or address 
anywhere on the questionnaire. 
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If you prefer you can complete this questionnaire online 
at  www.surveymonkey.com/s/LLRPNA2014Patients  
 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Please note:  throughout this questionnaire, where we refer to pharmacy this 
means pharmacies (chemists) in shops and also GP dispensaries. It does NOT 
include hospital pharmacies.  
 
1. Do you live in Leicester, Leicestershire or Rutland? 
 Leicester 
 Leicestershire  
 Rutland 
 
2. How often do you use a pharmacy?  
Please tick only one answer  
 Less than 3 times a year 
 3-6 times a year  
 7-12 times a year               
 At least monthly  
 Once a week or more  
                                                       
3.  Do you use the same pharmacy on a regular basis?  
 
 Yes please go to Q4       
 No   please go to Q5 
         
4. If you do you use the same pharmacy on a regular basis please tick the 
reasons why  
Please tick all that apply 
 Convenient location                
 Prefer to deal with the same pharmacist or other staff members         
 Pharmacist familiar with the background of my condition     
 Other – please explain 
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5. What are the most important reasons which help you decide which 

pharmacy you use?  
Please tick all that apply   
 It is close to my home                             
 The staff are friendly                                                          
 I am served quickly                
 It stocks a variety of products                                
 It provides a range of services                              
 It opens early in the morning                              
 It opens later in the evening                                                       
 I trust the pharmacist(s) who work there            
 It is a local business                                            
 It is a national business                                                   
 It is close to my GP                                                     
 It is close to my work place 
 It delivers to my home 
 It has disabled access 
 Staff speak my first language 
 Other - please explain 
 
 
 
       
6. What do you use your local pharmacy for? Please tick all that apply. 
 
 For advice         
 To purchase shampoo, toothpaste, and other toiletries    
 To collect prescribed medication                                     
 To gain support for long-term conditions      
 If you are unable to get a GP appointment    
 To find out about services available to you     
 For specialised services (such as stop smoking services)  
 Buying over the counter medicines                                                                   
 
 
7. Other than collecting medication from your local pharmacy, do you know 

that some pharmacies offer other services? We would like to know what 
you have heard of, what you use, and what you would like to use.  Please 
tick all that apply.  
 
 
 

Service Heard 
of 

Use Would like 
to use 
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Service Heard 
of 

Use Would like 
to use 

Dispensing of prescriptions    

Repeat dispensing    

Buying over the counter medicines       

Advice from your pharmacist on healthy lifestyles    

Advice from your pharmacist on medicines    

Advice from your pharmacist on minor 
ailments/injuries 

   

Disposing of old or unwanted medicines      

Sitting down with your pharmacist and talking about 
how you use your prescribed medicines   

   

Stop smoking/ nicotine replacement therapy      

Chlamydia testing    

Emergency contraception (the morning after pill)    

Provision of palliative care (end of life care) drugs      

Getting medicines without prescriptions for minor 
ailments free of charge (a scheme currently run in 
Leicester City for patients that do not have to pay for 
prescriptions)   

   

Supervised consumption of drugs    
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Service Heard 
of 

Use Would like 
to use 

Needle exchange      

Advice on alcohol consumption       

H – Pylori testing (stomach ulcer breath test)    

  
  Other – please state below 
 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…… 
 
8. In the last 12 months have you had any problems finding an open 

pharmacy to get a medicine dispensed, to get advice or to buy medicines? 
 

No (please go to Q13) 
Yes - please explain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.  What day of the week was it? 

 
 Monday to Friday 
 Saturday 
 Sunday 
 Bank Holiday 
 
10. What time of the day was it? 

 
 Midnight - 8am (overnight) 
 8am - 12 noon (morning) 
 12 noon - 2pm (lunchtime) 
 2pm - 6pm (afternoon) 
 6pm - midnight (evening) 
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11. What was your main reason for going to the pharmacy on the day you had a 
problem? 
 

 To get prescription medicine (s)  
 To buy over the counter medicine (s) 
 To get advice at the pharmacy 
 Other - please explain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12.  On the day you had the problem what did you do? 

 
 Visit another pharmacy 
 Wait until the pharmacy was open 
 Visit your GP 
 Visit a hospital 
 Visit a Walk-in Centre 
 Vis it a  GP  le d He a lth Ce ntre 
 Vis it a n urge nt ca re  ce ntre 
 Call NHS Direct/111 
 Internet search 
 Other - please explain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13. How do you usually travel to your preferred pharmacist? 
 
 Walk 
 Public transport 
 Motor Vehicle 
 Bike 
 Other (please state)……………………………………………………………………. 
 
14. How long does it usually take you to travel to your preferred pharmacist? 
 
0-10 minutes 
11-20 minutes 
21-30 minutes 
Over 30 minutes 
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15. Is there anything particularly good about pharmaceutical services from 
your pharmacy/GP dispensary that you would like to tell us about? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
16. Is there anything that could be improved? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17.  Do you have any of the following long-term conditions? If you do not want 
to answer this question please move on to the next question. 
 
 Diabetes       
 Chronic heart disease     
 Asthma       
 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease   
 High blood pressure     
 Mental illness 
 Other, please specify below:  
   
 
 
18.  Do you get your long term conditions medication (if applicable) from your 
pharmacy or GP dispensary? 
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 Not applicable 
 Pharmacy 
 GP dispensary  
 Other (please name)…………………………………………………………….. 
 
Equalities monitoring 
 
So that we can ensure that our survey is representative of the population we would 
like you to complete the information below. This will only be used for the purposes of 
monitoring and will not be passed on for use by third parties. 
 
19. Which part of Leicester, Leicestershire or Rutland do you live in? Please 
state the name of your ward, village or town  
 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
20. Please state the first 4 letters and numbers of your postcode eg LE18 or 

LE3 5 etc.  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
21.  What is your gender? 

 
 Male   Female   Transgender  Prefer not to say 
 
22.  What is your age?  

 
 Under 16    16-24     25-34     35-59     60-74     75+   Prefer not to say 
 
23.  What is your ethnic group?  

 
 Asian or Asian British       Black or Black British  
 Chinese         Mixed dual heritage     

  White or White British                           Gypsy/Romany/Irish traveller 
 Other (please specify)…………………………………………………………. 
 Prefer not to say 

 
24.  Do you consider yourself to have a disability? 

    Yes       No    Prefer not to say 
 
25.   What is your sexual orientation? 

 
    Bisexual    Heterosexual    Gay    Lesbian    Prefer not to say 
 

26.   What is your religion and belief?  
 
 No religion      Baha’i    

  Buddhist       Christian    
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  Hindu       Jain 
 Jewish       Muslim    

  Sikh    
 Other (please specify)……………………………………………………… 
 Prefer not to say 

 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Please send it to:  
FREEPOST NAT 18685, Public Health, Leicestershire County Council, County 
Hall, Glenfield, Leicester, LE3 8TB. 
 
Alternatively you can complete the questionnaire online by going 
to www.surveymonkey.com/s/LLRPNA2014Patients  
 
There is also a survey for professionals to complete.  If you would like to 
complete this please go 
to www.surveymonkey.com/s/LLRPNASurvey2014Professional 
 
Questionnaires should be returned by 14 July 2014. 
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Appendix C: Which part of Leicester, Leicestershire or Rutland do you live in? 
Please state the name of your ward, village or town.   
The below shows the full list of those who responded to this survey. 
Leicestershire Region Responses Received  
Ansty  1 
Arnesby 1 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch 7 
Barlestone 1 
Barrow upon Soar 1 
Barsby 1 
Barwell 2 
Bitteswell 1 
Bitteswell 1 
Broughton Astley 2 
Burbage 8 
Burton on the Wolds 1 
Charnwood 1 
Claybrooke Parva 1 
Coalville 3 
Cossington 1 
Countesthorpe 6 
Cropston 1 
Cropston 1 
Earl Shilton 2 
East Leake 1 
Ellistown 1 
Enderby 5 
Frisby on the Wreake 1 
Gaddesby 1 
Glen Parva 2 
Glenfield 2 
Great Glen 1 
Great Oxendon 2 
Griffydam   1 
Groby 2 
Hallaton 1 
Hamilton 1 
Harby 1 
Hinckley 16 
Hose 1 
Houghton On The Hill 1 
Did not say   
kibworth 1 
Kirby Muxloe 1 
Laughton 1 
LE10 1 
LE12 1 
Leicester City 1 
Leicester Forest East 3 
Loughborough 18 
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Lutterworth 21 
Market Harborough 13 
Markfield 8 
Melton Mowbray 4 
Mountsorrel 1 
Nanpantan Ward 1 
Narborough 4 
Newbold Verdon 1 
North West Leics 1 
Oadby 4 
Peggs Green 2 
Queniborough 2 
Ratby 6 
Scraptoft 1 
Shepshed 11 
Sileby 1 
Somerby Ward 1 
South Wigston 5 
Syston 4 
Stathern 1 
Stoney stanton 1 
Thurmaston 1 
Tilton Ward 1 
Twyford 1 
Walcote 2 
Walton, Lutterworth 1 
West Leicestershire 2 
Whetstone 2 
Whitwick 2 
Wigston 9 
Wymeswold 4 
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